
On behalf of the 2016 Screening Fashion Studio  
we would like to thank... 

Brie Trenerry for being like a second mum to all of 
us, answering many stressed phone calls and 
always making sure we have eaten properly. 

Adele Varcoe for being our ‘Fun Aunty’, always 
encouraging games and activies to give us a 

completely new perspective on the body, fashion 
and sometimes even life.

and YOU. Thank you for coming and supporting us 
while we attempt to answer the biggest question 

of all; ‘what is fashion?’

Super Special Mentions to
Geordie Miller for making our sound seamless

and
Marc Morel for being a highlight and our cover 

man.



Anita Ov - ‘A Box of Subtleties’
Race as fashion is like an outfit that we’re born with, one that 
can define us beyond our true identity. Focusing on the asian 
race, this film explores the generalisations and 
micro-aggressive insults towards asians and the 
countless times one may experience them.

Aurie Spencer-Gill - ‘Tactile I’
An abstract short film that focuses on perceptions of the body, 
raising questions about if fashion exists without visual 
aesthetics or if it is in fact an intangible concept of our 
imaginations. ‘Tactile I’ ludes to concepts surrounding the 
senses of touch, taste and smell and the capabilities of storing 
memories that are lost to visual minds.

Xinyi Lu - ‘Is Fashion a Mask?’
There are no answers for any questions that are related to 
fashion.  Just like film there are so many styles and possibilities. 
After watching this film you might become more confused. 
What does the actress really want to be? She is pretend in the 
advertisements or is the way she is really enjoyed?



Claire McLean - ‘In Search of...’
 This film is about trying to understand what fashion is 

and by whom fashion can be made. Where can fashion exist 
and does it need to exist as an object at all? ‘In search of...’ 

explores clothing influencing attitude. Attitude forming fashion 
& identity being fluid.

Emma Checkley - ‘Habit and Convention’
 Fashion is a tool adopted by humans to portray a desired 

persona, a method of forming an individual’s external identity. 
A short film focusing on breaking down the stereotypes 

associated with clothing through nudity and showing how 
equal we all are in our naked forms.

Ourania Mamalis - ‘Red’
This is a bittersweet fashion film that follows 3 characters and 
their perception, behaviour and emotion of being involved 
in fashion. The colour red is the main theme connecting the 
scenes and is symbolically planted to reflect these feelings.

Paige Smucker - ‘Subversion’
A powerful short film featuring a politician’s daughter seeking 
relief from intense public scrutiny.



Jasper Fearnley - ‘Colour Me In’
An interaction between three characters, each portrayed as 
individual shades from the visible colour spectrum. As children 
we are frequently asked “what is your favourite colour?”. But 
instead this film begs a different question “If you were a colour 
what would you be?”. Through colour in garment we are able to 
create identity.

Jen Xu - ‘Untitled’
A short film that explores the ephemeral and tactile 
aspects of fashion. Through a series of gestures that mimic the 
actions of dressing we experience different textures and are 
exposed to the tactility of clothing.

Sammi Guss - ‘The Daisy Effect’
 ‘The Daisy Effect’ is a speculative fashion film discussing 
how underwear has transformed into outerwear to allow society 

to express their authentic identities. Shot in a whimsical, 
mockumentary style, the film follows protagonist Daisy, the 
woman that started this monentous shift away from current 

views of the clothed body. 

Viktoria Pichler - ‘I’ll text you later’ 
 The way we communicate has changed.
We live with a daily overload of media and messages. Are there 

similarities between how we dress and how we communicate? 
Is the massive consumption present in both?

I’ll get back to you later. Maybe I’ll text you later. 



Natalie Zilles-Walsh - ‘Treatment’
 ‘Treatment’ is a reverse chronological love story 

surrounding two main characters. The plot focuses on how we 
perceive others based on their clothing and how outfits affect 

first impressions.

Jiayu Qi - ‘Saint 101’
 In this film, we are going to explore what fashion is? Is it 

really like what you have seen with your eyes? This movie uses 
an autistic persons point of view as a medium. Not a sad story, 

not for the purpose of expecting pity. It will simply lead you into 
a weird and beautiful fashion world.




